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ABSTRACT

In this research, we have studied the structural propenies of water. methanol and ethanol surrounding snidewalled carbon nanotube (SWCNT) and mixed of them either and we have investigated the solvent effects on
the relative energies and dipole moment values by ming molecular dynamics simulation. We used different
force field it, deterrnaned energy and other type of geometrical parameters, on the particular SWCNT, because
of the differences among force fields, the energy of a molecule calculated using two different force fields will
not be the same. In this study difference in force field illustrated by comparing the energy of calculated by
using force fields, MM-F, Amber and OPLS The Quantum Mechanics (QM) calculations were earned out vAth
the GAUSSIAN 98 program based on density functional theory (OFT) at B I LYP/3-210 level. In this study,
we have comparison between vacuum phase and solvent calculations that considered solvents such as water,
methanol, and ethanol and mixed of them. Therefore in this study we investigate polar solvents effects on
SWCNT mthin the Onsager self-consistent reaction field (SCRF) model at BILYP/3-21G level and the
temperature effect on the stability of SWCNT in various solvents.
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INTRODUCTION
The carbon nametape (CRT) is a representative nanomaterial. CNT is a cylindrically shaped carbon
material with a nanometric-level diameter. Its
structure, which is in the form of a hexagonal mesh,
resembles a graphite sheet and it canies a carbon atom
located on the vertex of each mesh The sheet is rolled
and its two edges are connected seamlessly. Although
it is a conunouplace material that is used in pencil
leads, its unique structure causes it to present
characteristics that are not found with any other
materials. CNT can be classified into single-wall CNT,
double-wall CNT and multi-wall CNT according to
the number of layers of the rolled graphite. The type
attracting most attention is the single-wall CNT, which
as a diatnctcr deserving the name of nanotube
of 0.4 to 2 nanometers. The length is usually in
the order of microns, but single-wall CNT with a
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length in the order of centimeters has recently
been released. The extremities of the CNT are
usually closed with lids of the graphite sheet.
The lids consist of hexagonal crystalline
structures (six-membered ring stmctures) and a
total of six pentagonal structures (fivemembered ring structures) Placed here and there
in the hexagonal structure.The first report by
If ima (1] was on the muldwall form, coaxial
carbon cylinders with a few tens of nanometers
in outer diameter. Two years later single walled
nanotubes were tworted 12 .3]. They arc
typically between I and 1.5 nm in diameter, but
several microns in length. Alter a slow start in
the mid 90os the field suddenly exploded two years
ago. A first application — displays made out of
field emitting multiwall tubes — is planned Co be
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comercially available during the next years. of QMC variational. diffusion and I Green's
Other proposed applications include, e.g., functions. These methods work with an
nanotubes in intergiated circuits, nanotube explicitly correlated wave function and evaluate
actuators, or nanotubes for hydrogen storage [4- integrals numerically using a Monte . Carlo
8]. From a physics point of view they are integration. These calculations can be v nI time
probably the best realized example of a one- consuming, but they arc probably t e most
dimensional system. Around the nanotubc's accurate methods known today. In general, ab
circumference the wave vector is quantized, initio calculations give very good qualitative
where as k can take continous values along the results and can give increasingly accurate
axis. The abundance of new phenomena found quantitative results as the molecules in question
in single-walled nanotubes comes not only from become smaller. There are thfee 'reps in
the confinement per se. but also from the carrying out any quantum m chanical
multiple ways to contract a tube. The best calculation in HyperChem 7.0 program package
known example for a sudden change in the [13]. First, prepare a molecule: with an
nanotube properties with their particular appropriate starting geometry. Second, hoosc a
strucure is their electronic dispersion. calculation method and its assimilated options.
Depending on the direction of the confinement Third, choose the type of calculation with the
direction with respect to graphite nanotubes are relevant options.
metallic or semiconducting. The band structure
can even be further manipulated, e.g., by Langevin Dynamics RD) Simulation
The Langevin equation is a : ochastic
introducing defects into a tube [9].
terms
The discovery of carbon nanotubes (CIMIs) differential equation in which two fo
which are nano-sized materials with excellent have been added to Newton's second law to
mechanical and electrical properties and have approximate the effects at neglected degrees of
been proposed to be used in a variety of freedom [I6]. These simulations can be much
apphcation fields [10]. CNTs are a new faster than molecular dynamics.the molecular
allotrope of carbon originated from Mown° dynamics method is useful for calcul ling the
family, which will revalutionalize the future time dependent properties of an isolated
nanotecnological devices HO There are two molecule. However, more . offen, one is
types of COI's: single-walled nanotubes interested in the properties of a melee le that is
•
(SWCNTs) and multi-walled nanotubes interacting with other molecules. '
(MWCNTs) [14 that they have three
conformation: armchair OLIM, zigzag GOO and Molecular Mechanics (Monte Carlo Siniulation)
chiral (gm) these conformations have individual
properties [13]. SWCNTs have been consideredCarlo
The Metropolis
implementation
Monte
algorithm has
been developedofbythWishing
as the leading candidate for nanodesice the equilibrium themiodynamics of many-body
;
applications because of their one-dimensional
systems. Choosing small trial mo s. the
elecmonic bond structure, molecular size, and trajectories obtained applying this a orithm
biocompaLbility. controllable property of
conducting electrical current and reversible agree with those obtained by L geoids
d
response to biological reagents hence SWCNTsynamics
[17]. This is understandable ccause
make possible bonding to polymers and the Monte Carlo simulations alwgys d tect the
biological systems such as DNA and so-called "important phase space" regio s which
are of low energy [IN. !Bee se of
carbohydrates [14
imperfections of the force fieid,thi . lowest
energy basin usually does not correspo. to the
COMPUTATIONAL METHOD
native state in most cases, so the rank f native
A method, which avoids making the HF
stricture in those decoys produced by c force
mistakes in the first place. is called Quantum
Monte Carlo (QMC). There are several flavors field itself is poor.
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In density firnetion theory the exact exchange of different solvents has been displayed at
(HF) for a single determination is replaced by a considered temperatures in Fig 1.
more general expression the exchange
correlation functional, which can include terms
accounting for both exchange energy and the
electron correlation, which is omitted from
Hartree.Fock theory,
E = V +

014+1/2(P., (p))+ Ex() -I- Ect „} (I)

where Exv

is the exchange function and Egg, M

the correlation functional. The correlation
function of Lee, Yang and Parr is includes both
local and non-local term 119].

a-> leP
TY-z

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Since, the influence between a molecule in

b)ge

solution and its medium can describe most

ged
3)-water

simply by using °stooges model. In this model
we have assumed that the solute is placed in a
spherical cavity inside the solvent. The latter is
described as a homogeneous, polarizable
medium of dielectric constant.
We started our studies at BILYP/3-.2IG gas
phase geometry and water, Methanol and
Ethanol surrounding single-walled carbon
nanotube (SWCNT) and mixed of them either.
The results obtained from Onsager model
calculations illustrated using the energy
difference between these conformers which
quite sensitive to the polarity of the surrounding
solvent. The solvent effect has been calculated
using SCRS model. According to this method,
the total energy of solute and solvent, which
depends on the dielectric constant s, has been
listed in Table I.
These energies have compared to the vacuum
phase total energy CNT at the BILYP23-21G
level of theory and differ nt solvents and the
graph of energy valuec versus dielectric constant
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Since the solute dipole moment induces a dipole molecular dynamics simulations. We used
moment in opposite direction in the surrounding different force field to determination of energy
medium, polarization of the medium in turn and other type of geometrical parameters, on the
polarizes the charge distribution in the solvent. particular SWCIST, because of the differences
The dipole moment value of SWCNT in among force fields, the energy of a molecule
different solvent media and at different calculated using two different force fields 11
not be the same.
temperatures has been reported in Table2.
4
•I
So, it is not reasonable to compare the energy
One much more practical approach consists
of calculating the molecular volume as defined of one molecule calculated with , a particular
through the contour of constant electron density, force field with the energy of another molecule
equating this (non-spherical) molecular volume calculated using a different force field. In this
to the radius of an (ideally spherical) cavity, and study difference in force field illustrated by
adding a constant increment for the closest comparing the energy of calculated by using
possible approach of solvent mo ecu es. This force fields, MM-4, Amber and OPLS.
Theoretical energy values using difference
latter approach used in Gaussian when the
force
fields which is the Combination of
volume keyword was being used.
In this work, we studied the structural attraction van der Weals forces due to dipoleproperties of water, methanol and ethanol dipole interactions and empirical repulsive
surrounding single-walled carbon nanotube forces due to Pauli repulsion has been
(SWCNT) and mixed of them either using demonstrated in Table 3 and Fig.3.
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Table 3. Theorctival energy values using different force fields
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CONCLUSION
In this study, we investigated polar solvents
effects and different temperatures effect on the
stability of SWCNT in various solvents. Ab
initio calculations were carried out with
GAUSSIAN 98 program using density functional
theory (DFT) at the BILYE73-21G level of
theory. Because of the graphene sheet of singlewall carbon nanotube it is logical and
satisfactory finding that the water can be
suggested as the most improper solvent for
structural properties of SWCNT due to its
strongly hydrophobic characteristic.

Also orientation of the water molecules at the
CNT-water interface can be ' affecte the
orientation of the water dipole moment. The
results obtained from Onsager model s emed
quite sensitive to the polanty of the sueromidiug
solvent.
Moreover, we have compared the energy
values obtain from different MM+, Anther and
OPLS force fields and concluded that th OPLS
force field is the most proper force field for
studying SWCNT.
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